
Easily deploy software across your organization. Configure devices across multiple 
locations. Control deployment from a centralized platform. Create internal user groups 
for enterprise features and content.

SIMPLIFIED DEVICE & CONTENT 
CONFIGURATION.

Create a powerful fixed-purpose device. Limit access to apps and navigation. Cut down on 
unnecessary UI elements. Streamline interfaces to the user. Emphasize what matters most 
to trainees and clients: the content.

UNCOMPLICATE VR WITH  
KIOSK MODE.

ENSURE COMPLIANCE, 
PROTECT YOUR INVESTMENT 
WITH ADVANTAGE.

VIVE Enterprise Advantage™ is required to ensure full compliance for commercial 
or business use of VIVE Focus. In addition, it also provides you with access to 
advanced content features such as Kiosk Mode and Batch Configuration. 

Created with comfort in mind. Lay the groundwork for extended, productive 
sessions in VR. Accommodate 95% of users with a comfortable, considered 
ergonomic design. Easy-to-clean synthetic material for high-use environments. 
Suits almost all vision types. Even glasses.

OPTIMAL WEIGHT BALANCE 
& DISTRIBUTION.

2880 X 1600 COMBINED 
RESOLUTION.

Among the sharpest visuals in the industry. Spot every detail. See text, textures, 
and graphics in stunning clarity with high-resolution at 615 PPI. Competes with 
top-tier commercial-grade systems. Reduce costs and increase flexibility without 
compromising visual fidelity.

Goes where your users are. Transport, maintain, and deploy with ease. Present 
immersive simulations in the environment of your choosing. Scales to your users 
and needs. Integrates and expands with your workflow and demands.

PORTABLE & CONVENIENT.

No tethered PC or external tracking required. Enjoy world-scale tracking right out 
of the box. Achieve instant commercial-grade wireless virtual reality. Free users 
from cables and external accessories. Free yourself from the need for heavy-duty 
tethered PCs.

INSIDE-OUT TRACKING.

6DoF controls, multiple forms of input. Go where non-commercial VR 
headsets can’t. Create immersive, state-of-the-art applications that cater to 
a wide range of use cases. Enable navigation beyond controllers with gaze 
support. Expand accessibility with hand location and gesture tracking.*

CUTTING EDGE OF 
INPUT IN VR.

Get commercial-grade virtual reality anytime, anywhere with VIVE Focus 
Plus. Design and scale for quality, portability, and deployment. Adapt to 
use cases where ease of use and total cost of ownership are of critical 
importance. Advance training with VR. Advance visualization. Advance 
all aspects of your business with VIVE Focus Plus.

THE ALL-IN-ONE VR HEADSET 
FOR ENTERPRISE.



*Gaze support and hand tracking can be integrated through VIVE Wave™ and Hand Tracking SDK.

**The battery claims herein may vary based on network, signal strength, feature configurations, app usage, and many other factors. Actual results may vary.

Charging time:   ~2 hrs.

Charging:   QC 3.0

Data Connectivity:   Wi-Fi® 802.11a/n/ac (5 GHz)

Encryption:   Android File-Based Encryption

Connection:   USB 3.1 Type-C

Sensors:    IMU (Accelerometer + Gyroscope), 
   E-Compass

Ergonomics:   Designed to fit 95%+ of all head sizes,  
   ages 14+ of all genders

Adjustable IPD range: 60.5-74mm 
(Interpupillary distance) 

Face Gasket:   Replaceable synthetic leather

Weight:    707g

Screen:    Dual AMOLED 3.5” diagonal

Resolution:   1440 x 1600 pixels per eye  
   (2880 x 1600 pixels combined), 615 PPI

Processor:   Qualcomm® Snapdragon™ 835

Memory (RAM/ROM):  4GB / 32GB   

SD Card:   MicroSD Slot x 1 with support up to 2TB 

Tracking:   6DoF inside-out HMD / 6DoF controller

Refresh Rate:   75Hz

FOV:    110°

Audio:    Built-in speakers + 3.5mm headphone jack

Input:    Microphone x 2 with noise cancellation

Battery:    Built-in rechargeable battery  
   (up to 3 hours** of active use time)

VIVE FOCUS PLUS SPECS

Pico Neo
Pico G2
iQiYi iQUT
Skyworth S8000

Shadow Creator/ 
Shadow VR
Pico G2 4K
DPVR P2

In addition to VIVE Focus and VIVE Focus 
Plus, headsets making use of the VIVE 
Wave SDK include:

We at HTC VIVE are committed to providing open 
platforms and support for the larger extended reality 
developer and manufacturing community. Join the 
most vibrant ecosystem for standalone and mobile 
virtual reality with the VIVE Wave SDK. Speed up 
application development and enable portability of 
applications across different VR systems. Get the 
tools and support you need to get your content made 
and seen. Easily publish content to VIVEPORT™.  
No vendor lock-in.

A New Partner for VR’s  
Enterprise Hub. 


